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With the rapid developments in quantum hardware comes a push towards the first practical
applications on these devices. While fully fault-tolerant quantum computers may still be years
away, one may ask if there exist intermediate forms of error correction or mitigation that might
enable practical applications before then. In this work, we consider the idea of post-processing error
decoders using existing quantum codes, which are capable of mitigating errors on encoded logical
qubits using classical post-processing with no complicated syndrome measurements or additional
qubits beyond those used for the logical qubits. This greatly simplifies the experimental exploration
of quantum codes on near-term devices, removing the need for locality of syndromes or fast feed-
forward, allowing one to study performance aspects of codes on real devices. We provide a general
construction equipped with a simple stochastic sampling scheme that does not depend explicitly
on a number of terms that we extend to approximate projectors within a subspace. This theory
then allows one to generalize to the correction of some logical errors in the code space, correction
of some physical unencoded Hamiltonians without engineered symmetries, and corrections derived
from approximate symmetries. In this work, we develop the theory of the method and demonstrate
it on a simple example with the perfect [[5, 1, 3]] code, which exhibits a pseudo-threshold of p ≈ 0.50
under a single qubit depolarizing channel applied to all qubits. We also provide a demonstration
under the application of a logical operation and performance on an unencoded hydrogen molecule,
which exhibits a significant improvement over the entire range of possible errors incurred under a
depolarizing channel.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the inception of the idea by Feynman [1], con-
siderable progress has been made in the understanding
and implementation of quantum computation. However,
while a key development in the road map of quantum
computing was the concept of quantum error correc-
tion, the hardware requirements to implement fully fault-
tolerant schemes for non-trivial algorithms may still be
some years away. A natural question that arises from this
realization is whether it will be possible to perform mean-
ingful computations on non-fault tolerant or noisy inter-
mediate scale quantum computers (NISQ) [2]. Experi-
mental and theoretical proposals have explored the po-
tential for performing a well-defined computational task
faster than a classical computer on as few as 50 qubits, a
task often referred to as “quantum supremacy” [3, 4]. It
remains an open question, however, if these results can be
extended to applications of interest outside the domain
of pure computation.
Many early proposals for practical applications have
advocated the use of variational algorithms [5–18], which
are known to experience a natural form of robustness
against certain types of noise. In conjunction with this,
much progress has been made in reducing the gate over-
head required for practical applications, especially in the
domain of quantum chemistry [19–22]. However, the im-
pact of incoherent noise remains daunting for the accu-
racy thresholds specified [5, 7, 23]. As a result, in order
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to reach practical applications, it may be necessary to im-
plement some form of partial error correction for NISQ
computations. The exact form this error correction could
take to achieve success is yet unknown; however, it has
been suggested that one of the best applications for early
quantum computers is using them to study and optimize
error correcting codes in real conditions [24]. Yet despite
great theoretical progress, most quantum codes are dif-
ficult to study experimentally on NISQ devices due to
the need for complicated syndrome measurements, fast
feedback, and decoding capabilities.
An alternative approach that strays from traditional
ideas of error correction and targets NISQ devices is “er-
ror mitigation”. This term largely refers to techniques
that reduce the influence of noise on a result using only
batch measurements and offline classical processing as
opposed to active measurement and fast feedback type
corrections. While they are not believed to lead to scal-
able, fault-tolerant computation, it is hoped that suf-
ficient mitigation may open the possibility of practical
applications or inspire more near-term error correction
ideas. A number of these techniques have been devel-
oped both within an application specific and general con-
text [25–28]. If one specializes to the quantum structure
of fermionic problems, notably the N-representability
conditions, enforcing these as constraints alone can re-
duce the impact of noise in simulations [29]. More gen-
erally within quantum simulation, an error mitigation
technique known as the quantum subspace expansion
(QSE) [25] was predicted and experimentally confirmed
to both approximate excited states and reduce errors
through additional measurements and the solution of a
small offline eigenvalue problem [14]. Since then there
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2have been variations leveraging QSE that use both ad-
ditional techniques from quantum chemistry for excited
states [30] and imaginary time evolution [31].
In this work, we show that it is possible both to use
existing quantum error correcting codes to mitigate er-
rors on NISQ devices and to study the performance of
these codes under experimental conditions using classi-
cal post-processing and additional measurements. We
briefly review the theory of stabilizer codes [32] and post-
processing in this framework, which we then generalize
using quantum subspace expansions. While a connection
to symmetries was explored in the original work [25] and
this connection was extended in subsequent work [33, 34]
that has also been verified by experimental implementa-
tion [35], these papers have focused on application spe-
cific contexts. Here we generalize this to any circuit per-
formed within a quantum code, and show how subspace
expansions may be used to then correct some logical er-
rors within the code space, as well as be applied to ap-
proximate symmetries of unencoded Hamiltonians. We
provide a concrete example using the perfect [[5, 1, 3]]
code to demonstrate post-processed quantum state re-
covery. When applied at the highest level, this recovery
exhibits a p ≈ 0.50 pseudo-threshold for an uncorrelated
depolarizing channel applied to all qubits. An exam-
ple of an unencoded hydrogen molecule is also demon-
strated across the entire range of depolarizing errors. We
close with an outlook and potential applications of this
methodology.
II. CORRECTING LOGICAL OBSERVABLES IN
POST-PROCESSING
We begin by briefly reviewing and establishing nota-
tion for the relevant topics of quantum error correcting
codes in the stabilizer formalism, and using this formal-
ism to develop a set of projection operators. Consider a
set of n physical qubits. Quantum error correcting codes
utilize entanglement to encode a set of k < n logical
qubits, with the hope of improving robustness to proba-
ble errors. A code that requires at least a weight d Pauli
operator to induce a logical error is said to have distance
d. These three numbers are often used to define a quan-
tum error correcting code, with the notation [[n, k, d]].
One of the most prominent classes of quantum error
correcting codes are stabilizer error correction codes. In
this formalism, the stabilizer group is a commutative
group with a set of generators S ⊂ Pn, where Pn is
the Pauli group on n qubits and the logical states are
defined to be the simultaneous +1 eigenstates of the sta-
bilizer group S generated by the set of stabilizer genera-
tors S. The set of 2k logical operators formally written
L = {Xi, Zi}i=1,...,k perform the desired Pauli operation
on states in the code space. A related formulation that
we will use here, is that the code space of logical states is
defined by the degenerate ground state space of the code
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FIG. 1. Cartoon schematic of error correction vs error pro-
jection in a stabilizer code. We sketch the quantum space as
divided into the blue code space, defined by +1 eigenvalues
of stabilizers and the red non-code space as defined by having
−1 eigenvalues for some of the stabilizers. In traditional error
correction, the stabilizers are measured, the errors decoded,
and recovery operations are applied to return one to the code
space. In error projection, we use projectors based on stabi-
lizers to remove sections of non-code space using only simple
Pauli measurements and post-processing. We can also com-
bine this technique with forms of recovery, but the effective
difference is depicted by the discarding of large parts of errant
Hilbert space.
Hamiltonian
Hc = −
∑
Mi∈M
Mi (1)
whereM is a set of check operators drawn from the sta-
bilizer group that can be used to deduce error syndromes.
More explicitly, S ⊆ M ⊆ S, such that the minimal set
is the stabilizer generators, but additional operators from
the stabilizer group may be added, as in techniques where
one uses redundancy in stabilizer operators to ameliorate
the need for multiple measurements passes, also called
single shot error correction [36, 37].
Traditional error correction proceeds by measuring the
check operatorsMi, typically using some ancillary qubits,
and using the resulting syndrome information to decode
and recover from the error. Considering a simple exam-
ple, if |Ψ〉 is a state in the code space, and an error that
is correctable within the given code takes one from the
code space to a state outside of it, denoted |Ψe〉, a re-
covery map takes |Ψe〉 → |Ψ〉 before proceeding further
with the computation. However, if we restrict ourselves
to a NISQ device which cannot perform on-the-fly mea-
surement, decoding, and recovery, then at the end of the
error channel, we expect in this simple example that the
state will be modeled by a mixed state density matrix
ρe = (1 − p) |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| + p |Ψe〉 〈Ψe|. In this example with
the assumption one cannot perform the requisite syn-
drome measurement, it’s clear there is no unitary recov-
ery operation that can remove the error. One must use
3projection operators to remove the errors from the state
in this situation.
Fortunately, the stabilizer formalism suggests such a
set of projectors. Namely, members of the stabilizer
group, Mi ∈ S have eigenvalues ±1 and may each be
used to construct a projector Pi = (I + Mi)/2 that re-
moves components of the state outside the +1 eigenspace
of the stabilizers or code space. One may use this to con-
struct a projector that is a linear combination of projec-
tors to remove desired errors outside the code space. We
note that this clearly cannot remove logical errors made
within the code space. This is related to the idea of er-
ror detection and post selection which has made recent
progress both in theory and experiment [38–45]. Quan-
tum error detection typically discards results based on
syndrome measurements without using correction, how-
ever we will avoid the need for direct syndrome measure-
ments, which can be cumbersome on geometrically local
qubit layouts and are challenging to do in a fault tol-
erant fashion for complex codes. For a stabilizer group
with generators Si, the complete projector can be formed
from
∏
Si∈S(I + Si)/2 =
∏
i Pi. We note that due to
the commutative structure of the generators, that these
projectors commute and hence their products are also
projectors. It is also the case that if SiSj = Sk, then
PiPjPk = PiPj and hence only projectors associated with
the generators are required for the complete projection.
When taken over all the generators, the expression
∏
i Pi
is the sum of all elements of the stabilizer group with a
constant coefficient which we fix to 1/2m,
P = P
†
=
m∏
i
Pi =
1
2m
∑
Mi∈S
Mi (2)
where m is the number of stabilizer generators used. For
the case of full projection, this will be the full stabilizer
group which contains 2m terms. While this is generally
an exponential number of terms, it will be shown that
the number of terms is not an explicit factor in the cost
when a stochastic sampling scheme is used to apply the
corrections. Rather the correction cost will depend on the
volume of the state outside the code space. The group
structure allows projective correction of the density ma-
trix PρP
†
on a NISQ device to be relatively straight-
forward. As all the Mi are simple Pauli operators, it is
relatively simple to evaluate the projectively corrected
value of a physical observable Γ. Suppose that some log-
ical Hermitian operator Γ is expressed as a sum of Pauli
operators Γi as Γ =
∑
i γiΓi. Then the corrected value
of Γ may be computed from
〈Γ〉 = 1
c
Tr
[
PρP
†
Γ
]
=
1
c
Tr
[
ρ
(
P
†
ΓP
)]
=
1
c22m
∑
ijk
γjTr
[
ρM†i ΓjMk
]
=
1
c2m
∑
jk
γjTr [ρΓjMk] (3)
c = Tr
[
PρP
†]
= Tr
[
Pρ
]
(4)
where we have used that for these commuting, Hermi-
tian projectors, P = P
†
= P
†
P = PP
†
, and logical
operators Γ commute with stabilizer group elements Mi,
and if M†iMk is in the set of operators, we can rewrite
it as a single sum over these operators which will be re-
peated. In the case that we use the operators built from
the stabilizer generator projectors here, this will always
be the case.
As this expansion may contain a large number of terms,
it is important to develop a scheme for sampling from it
that maximizes efficiency. One should not simply run
down the list of terms and measure each one to a fixed
precision, as this will have poor scaling. Rather one
should use a method that reflects the fact that if the
state ρ were completely contained in the code space, the
measurement of c should be 1 and have 0 variance. This
means that a reasonable stochastic sampling of terms
should converge quickly, be somewhat independent of the
actual number of terms, and depend on the quality of the
state ρ. We discuss a simple stochastic scheme for sam-
pling these corrections and the associated cost of doing
so in Section VII.
We emphasize a distinction between this measurement
scheme and traditional error correction/detection is that
we do not need to measure the stabilizers in earnest. As
this is a post-processing procedure, we are free to de-
stroy the information in the state by measuring qubit-
wise across Pauli operators. To be explicit, if one had
the Pauli operator X1Z2Z3X4 as a stabilizer, a true sta-
bilizer measurement would require extracting only the±1
measurement using an ancilla. However in this scheme,
we are free to use repeated preparations of the state and
construct any unbiased estimator of 〈X1Z2Z3X4〉 we de-
sire, including those which might destroy the encoded
state. This dramatically simplifies the use of codes with
non-local stabilizer measurements.
III. CORRECTIONS WITH RECOVERY
OPERATIONS
The power of error correction extends beyond the sim-
ple identification of errors and includes recovery op-
erations that restore some states to the original code
space. The formalism here built on projectors and post-
processing would seem at first glance unable to take ad-
vantage of such unitary projection operations; however,
4we will show how one can use these recovery operations
to some advantage in sampling complexity over the un-
recovered projections.
Consider a set of Pauli errors on the system of physical
qubits {Ei} which is known to be correctable within the
chosen code. These errors will either commute or anti-
commute with the stabilizers of the code to produce a
syndrome of the error that has happened, which we de-
note sij for the j’th syndrome measurement of the i’th
error. We will assume the recovery operation for this
error within the code is known, and is denoted as Ri.
The formalism presented here avoids direct stabilizer
measurement by design to favor implementation on NISQ
devices, hence we need to specify how one uses recovery
operations within the projection formalism. Similar to a
projector on the code space, we may formulate a projec-
tor onto the error subspace that corresponds to error Ei
acting on the code space. This is given by
PEi =
∏
j
1
2
(I + (−1)sijSj) (5)
where sij ∈ {0, 1} is the syndrome associated with the
error Ei and stabilizer generator Sj . Once one has pro-
jected into this space, we can now use the recovery op-
eration, Ri to map the state back into the code space
before using it. If we take the set of all correctable er-
rors, including no error as the identity, then we get an
updated correction formula for projection with recovery
as
〈Γ〉 = 1
c
∑
i
Tr
[
RiPEiρP
†
EiR
†
iΓ
]
(6)
c =
∑
i
Tr
[
PEiρ
]
(7)
where now we have assumed the ability to apply the re-
covery operations Ri, however in many cases this again
reduces to a simple sum over Pauli operators that may be
stochastically sampled, where many of the same simplifi-
cations resulting from commutation of logical operators
with stabilizers are possible.
The consequences of including recovery on top of pro-
jection are interesting. The immediate practical benefit
in increasing the size of Hilbert space over which one at-
tains signal. This is reflected in the estimation of the
value c, and leads in practice to lower errors with small,
finite samples. However a tradeoff is being made in in-
cluding these values in that it may reduce the overall pro-
jection quality. Consider for example a distance d code.
If one has a Pauli error with weight greater than (d−1)/2,
a recovery operation may become a logical error which is
not then removed by this procedure. In contrast, strict
projection is capable of removing errors of all the way up
to weight d− 1, which is a significant boost in maximum
potential. However, as mentioned, the tradeoff of finite
sampling complexity with potential for correction must
be carefully balanced in real implementations.
IV. RELAXING PROJECTORS TO SUBSPACE
EXPANSIONS
In the previous section, we showed how explicit pro-
jectors from quantum error correcting codes can be used
to correct observables in post processing. Here we show
how these constructions can be relaxed for greater flexi-
bility and power with simple relations to approximations
of these projectors within a subspace. We know that for
an expansion built from a product of projection based on
the stabilizer generators, the coefficients may be chosen
to be uniform. However when one truncates terms from
this series, this is no longer the case and we must consider
a more general expression
P c =
2m∑
i
ciMi (8)
where the check operators still come from the stabi-
lizer group, however it no longer needs to be true that
P ∝∏i(I+Si). To find coefficients ci, we formulate this
problem as minimizing the distance to the code space
subject to a normalization constraint. Using the Hamil-
tonian formulation of the code space, this is equivalent
to approximating the ground state of the code space by
min
ci
Tr
[
P cρP
†
cHc
]
such that Tr
[
P cρP
†
c
]
= 1
P c =
∑
i
ciMi. (9)
This optimization is dependent both on the state ρ and
choice of Hc in general. This problem has a well-known
exact solution, and is given by the solution of the gener-
alized eigenvalue problem
HC = SCE (10)
Hij = Tr
[
M†iHcMjρ
]
(11)
Sij = Tr
[
M†iMjρ
]
. (12)
Where H here forms a representation of the action of
the code Hamiltonian in this stabilizer projector basis,
the matrix S is the overlap or metric matrix defining the
subspace geometry, C is the matrix of eigenvectors, and
E is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. We note that
for cases where the check operators Mi are built from
projectors from generators, the solutions coincide with
the previous formalism.
If we denote the number of check operators used to
define the subspace as NM , there appears to be O(N
2
M )
matrix elements to measure here. However, we note that
if the check operators used are from the stabilizer group
as before (we relax this condition in subsequent sections),
then we again have the property that [Mi,Hc] = 0,
and we can reduce the measurement Tr
[
M†iHcMjρ
]
to
5Tr [HcMkρ] for Mk = M†iMj , where each Mk can be eas-
ily precomputed. This implies the number of matrix ele-
ments used in the estimate is actually linear in the num-
ber of check operators used. As before, we prescribe a
stochastic sampling method for each of the individual el-
ements, and leave open potential optimizations that work
on directly sampling the most important matrix elements
applied to sample vectors as well.
When it is not the case that one builds the check opera-
tors from the product of stabilizer projectors, it provides
an optimal solution that interpolates between different
numbers of projectors in the subspace given. This type
of expansion about a state is referred to as a quantum
subspace expansion (QSE). The ground state eigenvector
of this NM ×NM eigenvalue problem, forms the optimal
solution of the above problem within this subspace. We
note as a technical detail the matrix S may be singu-
lar due to lack of errors. For this reason the generalized
eigenvalue problem must be solved by canonical diagonal-
ization, where the matrix S is first diagonalized, eigen-
vectors associated with 0 eigenvalues are discarded, and
the problem is diagonalized in the resulting basis.
So far we have exploited the properties of stabilizer
code Hamiltonians and QSE to formulate a recovery pro-
cedure from non-code space errors. As in typical quan-
tum error correction, the degeneracy of the ground state
of the full code Hamiltonian prevents referencing a single
state within the code space. This makes removing logi-
cal errors with the above procedure impossible. However,
when considered in conjunction with a problem Hamilto-
nian such as that from a quantum physical system like an
electronic system, it becomes possible to correct logical
errors as well if the goal is to prepare an eigenstate of
this Hamiltonian or minimize its energy.
If we denote the problem Hamiltonian expressed in the
basis of logical operators (i.e. Xi → Xi, Zi → Zi) as
Hp, this problem Hamiltonian has the effect of break-
ing the degeneracy of the ground state space of the code
Hamiltonian. If we now expand to a set of operators
{Oi} ⊆ Span (S
⋃L) and perform the above procedure
on Hc + Hp, then we can correct error within the log-
ical space as well. We note that in connection to the
subsequent section on correcting unencoded Hamiltoni-
ans, symmetries of the problem Hamiltonian encoded in
the logical space may be used as additional symmetry
projector generators. Simply summing the Hamiltonians
together, however, is akin to a penalty method in con-
strained optimization and would require balancing of the
contribution from the code and problem Hamiltonian. A
more stable procedure would be to use the above QSE
procedure to find corrected matrix elements in the basis
of logical operators. Then perform a subsequent diago-
nalization on Hp. We note that including logical oper-
ators when using the code Hamiltonian exclusively only
serves to introduce additional errors due to mixing in the
code space. It is only through the breaking of the degen-
eracy through the encoded problem Hamiltonian that it
becomes beneficial to include operators from the logical
space as well. This inclusion of logical operators also al-
lows access to excited states of the problem Hamiltonian
as in the original QSE work.
V. CORRECTIONS WITH UNENCODED
SYSTEMS
So far we have considered the case of decoding within
an error correcting code that redundantly encodes quan-
tum information via engineered symmetries. However,
this strategy inevitably involves some overhead due to
the encoding in the execution of gates, and in some near-
term experiments, it will still be most practical to work
directly in the space of a physical problem Hamiltonian
Hp. Here we show how the machinery developed so far
can be applied to this case.
In this case, the physical problem Hamiltonian Hp may
have symmetries that are often known about the desired
state ahead of time. For example in the case of an inter-
acting fermion system, the total number of fermions, the
total spin and Sz component, and symmetries related to
spatial degrees of freedom in a system are often good can-
didates. The application of these symmetries has been
explored previously, symmetries [25, 33, 35, 46], and as
these are expected to be exact symmetries, it is always
safe to apply them when the symmetry is known.
While these symmetries are exact and effective to ap-
ply, they are often more expensive to implement than
one might desire. For example, the problem of number
symmetry in a fermion Hamiltonian can take eigenvalues
that range from 0 to the number of spin orbitals in the
system. Thus to select just the correct particle number,
one may have to construct a projector which removes all
the components except the desired particle number Np,
or ∝∏n 6=Np(n− Nˆ) where Nˆ is the number operator on
all the fermionic modes of the system. As one can see,
this may result in an unreasonable number of terms.
As a result, it is much simpler and effective to start
with symmetries that have only two distinct eigenval-
ues, also referred to as Z2 symmetries of the problem
Hamiltonian. An example of this is the number symme-
try operator, which in the Jordan-Wigner representation
takes the simple form
∏
i Zi. An extension of this, is
to use both the up-spin (α) and down-spin (β) number
parities, which generate the full number parity, and offer
additional power in their projection. These are simply
given by
∏
i∈α Zi and
∏
i∈β Zi respectively. These sim-
ple parity symmetries have been utilized before to reduce
the number of qubits [46], however just as in subsystem
error correcting codes, retaining these redundancies can
sometimes be beneficial for gate depth or efficiency of
representation. That work also contained a general algo-
rithm for searching for unknown Z2 symmetries in these
Hamiltonians that can be used here.
One interesting advantage of the subspace expansion
approach is that if one identifies a symmetry, but does not
know the symmetry subspace to which the desired state
6|ψ1〉 X Ep
|ψ2〉 X Ep
|ψ3〉 X Ep
|ψ4〉 X Ep
|ψ5〉 X Ep
FIG. 2. Circuit used for simulating a noisy application of a
transversal X. The single qubit depolarizing channel with
probability p, Ep, is implemented to mimic the effect of an
imperfect gate. The 5 physical qubits of the [[5, 1, 3]] code are
labeled as |ψi〉.
will belong, it will be selected automatically. Consider
for example the case where we find a Z2 symmetry, F , of
the Hamiltonian Hp, defined by [Hp, F ] = 0, but we do
not know which of the two eigenspaces the exact ground
state belongs to. In that case applying P+F = (I+F ) and
P−F = (I−F ) can lead to drastically different results, and
concatenations with other symmetries can compound this
problem. However the QSE procedure can automatically
select between the two to find the optimal choice.
One may also use this to consider beneficial projec-
tors that are derived from approximate symmetries of
the Hamiltonian or more generally operators that do not
commute with the Hamiltonian, but have known struc-
ture with regards to the problem. Consider for example
the local fermion occupation operators a†iai, which un-
der the Jordan-Wigner transformation is given by Zi. In
general, we expect [Hp, Zi] 6= 0, and for the exact state
to have some component on orbital i. However, the sites
in fermionic simulation problems are often approximately
well ordered in terms of both energy and likely occupa-
tion in the so-called natural orbital basis. This means
that some sites are less likely to be occupied than others,
and they can inflict disproportionately large energetic er-
rors compared to similar errors on other sites. The QSE
procedure can automatically decide whether to apply the
projector (I +Zi) by balancing the contribution of site i
to the exact wavefunction against the energetic damage
done by its extra occupation under noise in this example.
While this particular projector is simple enough that it is
tantamount to a removal of a qubit when applied exactly,
one can imagine pair occupation projectors on the high-
est energy orbitals, such as (I + ZiZj) can be effective
in removing errors that caused by erroneous occupation
of the highest energy orbitals which cannot be mitigated
by simple truncation of a qubit. While we do not explore
these explicitly in our examples, they are a fruitful area
of future development.
VI. EXAMPLE DEMONSTRATIONS
Here we both exhibit some of the performance of
the presented techniques and clarify their construction
through the use of simple examples. Both a general er-
ror correcting code and specific problem Hamiltonian sys-
tems with symmetries are studied. We note that in our
numerical studies we use a single qubit depolarizing chan-
nel defined by
Ep(ρ) = (1− p) ρ+ p
3
(XρX + Y ρY + ZρZ) (13)
which corresponds to the convention that the totally
mixed state is achieved at p = 3/4. A different conven-
tion is sometimes used in the literature that corresponds
to the totally mixed state at p = 1, and the two can be
converted simply.
A. [[5, 1, 3]] code
To see how the general recovery process using stabilizer
codes can work in practice, let us consider the concrete
example of the perfect [[5, 1, 3]] code, which is a distance
3 code that encodes 1 logical qubit in 5 physical qubits.
This code has logical operators and stabilizer generators
X =XXXXX (14)
Z =ZZZZZ (15)
S ={XZZXI, IXZZX,
XIXZZ,ZXIXZ}. (16)
We denote the two states of the logical qubit as |0〉 and
|1〉, and an arbitrary code space state that is a superpo-
sition of these two states as |Ψ〉 or the pure state density
matrix ρ. Suppose a single qubit error Ea occurs on a
code space state with probability p. This yields a den-
sity matrix ρ = (1− p) |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|+ pEa |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|E†a. As this
code has distance 3, at least one of the stabilizers anti-
commutes with this error and we call this Sa. If we use
Sa as an expansion operator, then we know
(I + Sa)Ea |Ψ〉 = Ea |Ψ〉 − EaSa |Ψ〉 = 0 (17)
which holds only from the property of |Ψ〉 being in the
code space and the stabilizer Sa anti-commuting with
the error Ea. As a result any coefficient of the expansion
procedure will remove this error from the density matrix,
however we must still be careful to evaluate the trace. As
we are operating in a post-processing regime however, we
do not generally expect a single isolated error to occur.
Rather, we expect many errors to occur and we want to
see how our procedure treats this.
We denote the hierarchy of check operators as the ele-
ments in the sum generated by S(l) =
∏l
i=1(I+Si), where
the ordering of stabilizer generators has been fixed. To
see how this hierarchy works in practice, consider an un-
correlated depolarizing channel acting on all 5 physical
qubits with probability p. In this situation, we have up
to 5 qubit errors, which we do not expect the code can
recover from without introduction of a problem Hamilto-
nian, however they occur with probability p5, which can
be quite small for modest p.
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FIG. 3. Pseudo-threshold crossover for recovery using the
[[5, 1, 3]] code under an uncorrelated depolarizing channel
showing a p ≈ 0.50 pseudo threshold for the full correction
procedure. We plot the logical infidelity 1 − FL where FL is
the logical fidelity of a selected state in the code space of the
[[5, 1, 3]] code as a function of the depolarizing probability for
each qubit p. The label l denotes the number of products from
the stabilizer generators used in the expansion operator set.
The physical line depicts the same error if the logical state is
encoded in a single qubit in the standard way. The “bare”
line indicates the logical error rate with no recovery procedure
applied. The starred lines close to each level of the hierarchy
show an approximation to that level of projection using the
QSE projection with 2 less check operators to demonstrate
the smooth performance of the subspace procedure.
To evaluate the performance in practice, we perform
the following numerical experiment. A logical state |Ψ〉
in the [[5, 1, 3]] code is prepared, then subjected to an un-
correlated depolarizing channel on all qubits with prob-
ability p. In connection with the formalism above, we
evaluate the expectation value of the logical operator
A = |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|. This operator does not generally have a
simple Pauli expansion as other observables typicically
would, but gives a stringent test for the performance of
the method for all observables on the state of interest.
The subspace expansion is then performed with S(l) as
expansion operators, and the fidelity FL of the resulting
state is computed with |Ψ〉. The crossed lines show the
performance using fixed projectors at those level, which
exactly coincide with the QSE relaxation. The starred
lines show the result of removing 2 check operators at ran-
dom and re-performing the QSE expansion to show the
performance smoothly interpolates between those limits.
We plot the logical infidelity 1 − FL where the physi-
cal line denotes the trivial encoding into one qubit and
compare the two for a range of values of p. We define the
pseudo-threshold to be the value of p for which the logical
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FIG. 4. Pseudo-threshold crossover for recovery after apply-
ing a logical X gate using the [[5, 1, 3]] code under an un-
correlated depolarizing channel showing a p ≈ 0.45 pseudo
threshold for the full correction procedure. We plot the logi-
cal infidelity 1−FL where FL is the logical fidelity for a select
state in the code space of the [[5, 1, 3]] code as a function of the
depolarizing probability for each qubit p. The label l denotes
the number of products from the stabilizer generators used
in the expansion operator set. The physical line depicts the
same error if the logical state is encoded in a single qubit in
the standard way. The “bare” line indicates the logical error
rate with no recovery procedure applied. The starred lines
close to each level of the hierarchy show an approximation to
that level of projection using the QSE projection with 2 less
check operators to demonstrate the smooth performance of
the subspace procedure.
infidelity in the encoded space is lower than the physi-
cal infidelity for the unencoded system, and we see that
at both levels there is a pseudo-threshold in this model.
For S(4), the pseudo-threshold is numerically found to
be p = 0.50 for this code and symmetric depolarizing
channel.
As an additional test, we examine the logical infidelity
as a function of depolarizing noise for the application of
a logical X operator which is transversal in this encod-
ing. The circuit and noise model is depicted in Fig. 2.
We again see a decisive pseudo-threshold in this case.
We leave open the question of how to best perform non-
transversal gates in this model of error mitigation.
B. Hydrogen Molecule
We now look at an example of an unencoded Hamilto-
nian, which has become a canonical test case for quan-
tum computing in quantum chemistry. This is the second
quantized hydrogen molecule in a minimal, 4 qubit ba-
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FIG. 5. Error as a function of depolarizing probability and
included projectors for an H2 molecule at a bond length of
1.50 A˚ with a physical encoding. FL here is the logical fidelity,
which is the same as physical for this encoding. At this bond
length, the ground state wavefunction requires considerable
entanglement to be qualitatively correct. The stabilizer ele-
ments used to perform the projection here are the α- and β-
number parity as well as the total X operator, which need not
be an exact symmetry, given in the Jordan-Wigner encoding
as S = {Z0Z2, Z1Z3, X0X1X2X3}. The depolarizing chan-
nel is applied individually to each qubit on the exact ground
state. As there is no error correction encoding overhead in
this case, the expected improvement over the uncorrected so-
lution is always positive. Hence it is always advantageous in
these cases where simple symmetries are known to include
these measurements and corrections.
sis. In the fermionic representation, this has a problem
Hamiltonian given by
Hp =
∑
ij
hija
†
iaj +
1
2
∑
ijkl
hijkla
†
ia
†
jakal (18)
where hij and hijkl are the one and two electron inte-
grals defined by the basis and geometry of the molecule.
This problem Hamiltonian has a symmetry given by the
fermionic number operator Nˆ =
∑
i a
†
iai, and hence the
number of fermions in the system is a good quantum
number. As discussed before, however, building projec-
tors directly from the number operator can be cumber-
some due to the need to remove all incorrect particle
number sectors, and the number of Pauli operators that
compose the number operator itself.
As a result, the α and β number parity operators are
a more efficient choice of projectors. In the Jordan-
Wigner representation, these are given by
∏
i∈even Zi
and
∏
i∈odd Zi when an even-odd ordering of orbitals are
used.
The effectiveness of the technique on this sys-
tem is evaluated numerically by preparing the exact
ground state of the hydrogen molecule and subject-
ing it to an independent depolarizing channel on all
4 qubits. We choose as the generating operators
S = {Z0Z2, Z1Z3, X0X1X2X3} which up- and down-
spin number parity operators as well a non-local operator
which need not be an exact symmetry of the Hamilto-
nian. The ordering of l matches that given here. The
logical infidelity as a function of the depolarizing prob-
ability is plotted in Fig. 5. In contrast to the encoded
case, we see an improvement over the whole range of
depolarizing strengths. The stretched geometry of the
molecule ensures that a high degree of entanglement is
required to achieve a low logical fidelity, making this a
sensitive test of performance. We see that in some cases
an improvement of up to 3x in the logical infidelity. As
the number of operators to measure here is quite modest
and the improvement is universal, it suggests this will
present an advantageous correction to include in almost
all near-term implementations.
VII. STOCHASTIC SAMPLING FOR
CORRECTIONS
As suggested in the exposition on the correction for-
malism, it is key for efficiency to sample the terms for
the correction in a way that reflects the state rather
than number of terms. We outline and analyze a sim-
ple stochastic scheme for performing this sampling here.
Suppose that we want to measure the corrected ex-
pectation value of some logical operator Γ, which can be
decomposed into Pauli operators Γj as Γ = γ˜
∑
j γjΓj ,
where
∑
j γj = 1 and γj ≥ 0 from absorbing required
signs into Γj . Projecting this into the code space of some
selected code as before, we have
µΓ = Tr
[
PρPΓ
]
=
γ˜
2m
∑
ij
γjTr
[
ρΓjMi
]
(19)
= γ˜
∑
χ∈{0,1}m
∑
j
γj
2m
Γχ,j (20)
where χ = (χ1, χ2, . . . , χm) is a bit string that we use
to conveniently enumerate the stabilizer group operators
and we define
Γχ,j = Tr
[
ρΓjSχ
]
, Sχ = S
χ1
1 S
χ2
2 · · ·Sχmm (21)
where we note that this also encompasses the measure-
ment of the normalization correction c as well for Γ = I.
To sample the trace stochastically, we may use the co-
efficients of the terms as a normalized probability dis-
tribution. One may choose the distribution to depend
on χ as in an importance sampling scheme below, how-
ever taking the uniform distribution is perhaps the most
9straightforward and pχ,j =
γj
2m gives the mean
E
[
µˆΓ
]
= γ˜
∑
χ,j
pχ,jE [Γχ,j ]
= γ˜
∑
χ,j
pχ,j(q
1
χ,j − q−1χ,j)
= γ˜
∑
χ,j,x∈{−1,1}
x · pχ,j,x (22)
where we used µˆΓ to emphasize that this is an expected
value for our estimator of µΓ, q
x
χ,j is the probability of
getting a measurement result x ∈ {+1,−1} from measur-
ing the Pauli operator Γχ,j , and we have lumped this into
the probability distribution as pχ,j,x = pχ,jq
x
χ,j . This has
a simple construction for stochastic evaluation, which is
to enumerate all the possible terms in the decomposition,
draw Ns terms with the probabilities from this distri-
bution which will yield either +1 or −1 from the Pauli
measurements, add them together and divide by Ns. The
variance in the estimate will be given by the variance of
this estimator divided by Ns.
From our construction, we see that we can view the
estimator as a binomial distribution with a probability
for the two results x ∈ {−1,+1} derived from marginal-
izing over the joint distribution for projector terms χ and
Pauli decomposition terms j to find
px =
∑
χ,j
pχ,j,x. (23)
As a result, one may write down a particularly simple
form of the variance for the estimator given by
Var
[
µˆΓ
]
= γ˜2p+1(1− p+1). (24)
To understand how the state influences the variance,
we consider a simple example case using the total de-
polarizing channel and a single Pauli operator Γ, with
γi = γ˜ = 1. For the total depolarizing channel with
probability w, we have
ρ = (1− w) |Ψ〉〈Ψ|+ w
2n
1 . (25)
In the limit of w = 0 we have that all states are in the
code space, and hence the sum over χ trivially collapses,
and we have that px = q
x, which gives the same statistics
as the original measurement of Γ. Thus in such a case
one has no dependence on the number of stabilizer terms
used in the expansion. Hence, adding this procedure to
a perfect state is expected to incur no additional cost on
average.
Considering the imperfect case w > 0, marginalizing
over χ is equivalent to applying the code space projec-
tor and hence geometrically analogous to determining the
volume of the state in the code space. This must corre-
spond equate to a portion of the average being 0, however
as we are only capable of measuring 1 and −1, it then
must constitute an equal probability of being in +1 and
−1 that is determined by the volume of non-code space
the state occupies. More explicitly∑
χ
pχ,j,x =
1
2
(1 + xTr[ρP ])pj,x. (26)
As a single Pauli is traceless, in our simple example we
find for the case of the totally mixed state that
p+1 =
1
2
(2− w)q+1 (27)
Var
[
µˆΓ
]
=
1
4
(2− w)w(q+1)2 (28)
to further simplify, suppose we were measuring the +1
eigenstate of Γ, so that q+1 = 1, then
Var
[
µˆΓ
]
=
1
4
(2− w)w (29)
then we see as expected, that for a perfect state (w = 0)
the variance is minimal and independent of the number
of terms, and that the variance increases as the state
quality degrades.
The general picture of viewing the sum over χ as re-
flecting the volume of space attached to the projector lets
one easily reason about the generalization of this scheme
to sampling with recovery. In that case, we simply at-
tach one more probability which allows us to sample over
the different selected errors Ei, with probability pEi and
proceed as before. The key difference is that we see the
marginalization over χ is now better conditioned, as it is
determined by the ratio of the volume of recovered space
to the volume of Hilbert space rather than the volume
of the code space to the volume of Hilbert space. As
a result, the sample variance for recovery may be lower
than the sample variance for strict projection. However
as discussed, the ultimate quality of recovery is expected
to be superior for strict projection due to removing errors
up to weight d− 1 instead of (d− 1)/2.
One potential way to suppress the numbers of samples
required is to use variance reduction techniques such as
importance sampling. This approach requires a priori
knowledge of the values of Γχ,j,x, and samples the high
weight terms preferentially while applying a correction to
the measured values to remain unbiased. One approach
is to sample the bit string χ according to its Pauli-weight
Wχ, i.e, the number of qubits that the stabilizer operator
acts non-trivially on. For the single-qubit depolarizing
channel with error probability p, one may sample the bit
string χ with probability proportional to (1−p)Wχ . This
is based on the intuition that the quantum information
stored in low-weight operators decays more slowly under
local noisy channels.
To be more explicit in the construction for the ran-
dom sampling method discussed here applied to the re-
covery procedure discussed in Section III. Suppose that
the projector on the subspace corresponding to the error
operator Eα is
Pα =
∏
j
1
2
(
1 + (−1)sα,jSj
)
, (30)
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where sα,j = 0, 1 and sα = (sα,1, sα,2, . . . , sα,m) are the
syndromes of the α-th error. The recovered state takes
the form
R(ρ) =
∑
α
RαPαρPαR
†
α (31)
= P
(∑
α
RαρR
†
α
)
P . (32)
The expectation value for the recovered state reads
Tr
[R(ρ)Γ] = ∑
α,j
Tr
(
RαρR
†
αPΓjP
)
(33)
=
1
2m
∑
α,χ,j
Tr
(
RαρR
†
αΓjSχ
)
(34)
where Γα = R
†
αΓRα is a logical operator. Hence if we
absorb the sign into the logical operator through a care-
ful choice of recovery operator, we may generalize the
stochastic sampling scheme to taking the expectation
value as
E
[
µˆΓ
]
= γ˜
∑
χ,j,α,x∈{−1,1}
x · pχ,j,α,x (35)
where for uniform sampling we choose
pχ,j,α =
γibα
2m
(36)
with
∑
α bα = 1 and bα > 0 by choice of the recovery
operators. In this case, the stochastic sampling algo-
rithm is given by choosing a Pauli operator defined by
R†αΓjSχRα with probability pχ,j,α, recording the series
of +1, −1 results, and finding their average as before.
The calculation of the variance follows as in the previous
case. To reduce variance, the frequency of sampling α
maybe chosen to be proportional to the error probability
of Eα for the expected errors on the physical system of
interest.
VIII. DISCUSSION
As has been conjectured before, one of the best uses
of early quantum devices may be to tune quantum er-
ror correcting codes under actual device conditions [24].
The modeling of true noise within the device is incredi-
bly difficult as the system size grows, and studying which
codes excel under natural conditions and how to optimize
them may lead to progress towards fully fault tolerant
computation. Indeed, knowledge of biased noise sources
can vastly increase the threshold of a given code [47].
The tool we have provided here gives a method to ex-
perimentally study the encoding through post-processing
while removing the complication of fault-tolerant syn-
drome measurement or fast feedback. This allows one
to explore a wider variety of codes experimentally before
worrying about these final details. We propose that one
can run simple gate sequences in the logical space with
known results, and use the post processing decoder here
to study the decay of errors as stabilizers are added. This
limit will inform the propagation of logical errors in the
system and allow one to make code optimizations before
full fault tolerant protocols are available.
We note that this type of decoder benefits greatly from
the fact that check measurements need not be geomet-
rically local to be implementable in a realistic setting.
This allows one to explore and utilize codes that are not
geometrically local on the architecture in use, which may
have nicer properties with respect to distance and rate
than geometrically local codes. Moreover, they naturally
allow implementation of recent fermionic based codes,
such as Majorana loop stabilizer codes [48] or variations
of Bravyi-Kitaev superfast [49] thought to be good can-
didates for near-term simulations, without the need for
complicated decoding circuits or ancilla for syndrome
measurements.
Moreover, as this method is a post-processing method,
it is entirely compatible with the extrapolation tech-
niques introduced for error mitigation [26–28]. In these
techniques, one artificially introduces additional noise to
extrapolate to a lower noise limit. To apply this tech-
nique to quantum subspace expansions, one simply needs
to perform the extrapolation on each of the desired ma-
trix elements, then proceed as normal.
In this work, we have introduced a method for miti-
gating errors and studying error correcting codes using
a post processing technique based on quantum subspace
expansions. We showed that in implementations of this
method, one can achieve a pseudo-threshold of p ≈ 0.50
under a depolarizing channel acting on single qubits in
the [[5, 1, 3]] code and made connections to the traditional
theory of stabilizer codes. We believe this method has the
potential to play a role in the development and optimiza-
tion of quantum codes under realistic noise conditions as
well as the ability to remove errors from early application
initiatives.
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